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Abstract - -Genera l i zed autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH)  models having 
normal or Student-t distributions as conditional distributions are widely used in financial modeling. 
Normal or Student-t distributions may be inappropriate for very heavy-tailed times series as can 
be encountered in financial economics, for example. Here, we propose GARCH models with stable 
Paretian conditional distributions to deal with such time series. We state conditions for stationarity 
and discuss simulation aspects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models was introduced in [1], 
to allow the conditional variance of a time series process to depend on past information. A 
generalization to so-called generalized ARCH (GARCH) processes was proposed in [2]. ARCH 
and GARCH models are now widely used to model financial time series [3]. This paper introduces 
GARCH processes whose conditional distribution are stable Paretian or, in short, stable GARCH 
processes. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniquness of 
stationary solutions and address the simulation of stationary stable GARCH processes. 
An important assumption of GARCH models is that the conditional distribution of the process 
possesses second moments, imposing limits on the heaviness of the tails of its unconditional dis- 
tribution. Given that a wide range of financial data exhibit remarkably fat tails, this assumption 
represents a major shortcoming of GARCH models in financial time series analysis. This ob- 
servation has led to the use of the Student t instead of normal distribution as the conditional 
distribution (see for example [4,5]). The Student t distribution allows for heavier tails than the 
normal distribution, but- - in  contrast o the normal distribution--lacks the desirable stability 
property. Stability is desirable, because stable distributions have domains of attraction, and 
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thus, provide very good approximations for large classes of distributions. See [6,7] for a more 
extensive discussion on the stability issue. The family of stable Paretian (or a-stable) distrib- 
utions, which includes the normal distribution as a special case, is a natural candidate for the 
conditional distribution of GARCH-type models (see, for example, [8]). It permits heavy tails 
and possesses the stability property. 
The a-stable law is described by four parameters: characteristic exponent a, skewness para- 
meter fl, scale parameter a, and location parameter #, where 0 < a < 2, -1  </3 < 1, ~ > 0, and 
# E R. In this study, we restrict ourselves to symmetric, strictly stable random variables cen- 
tered around zero, i.e., fi -- # -- 0. We denote a symmetric a-stable random variable with scale 
parameter a by SaS(c). Chaxacteristic exponent a determines the rate at which the tail of an 
a-stable random variable decreases; i.e., if X ,,~ S~S(a), then, for large x, P(I X ]> x) ~ cx -a, 
where c is a positive constant. The Gaussian distribution is a special case occuring when a = 2. 
When a < 2, the a-stable random variable has thicker tails relative to a Gaussian random vari- 
able. In particular, it has finite moments for all orders less than a and infinte moments for orders 
equal to and greater than a. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines a stable GARCH process and discusses the 
existence and uniquness of strictly stationary solutions to the stable GARCH equation. Section 3 
discusses the simulation of stable GARCH processes. A more extensive discussion of the results 
and proofs will be provided elsewhere. 
2. STAT IONARITY  OF STABLE GARCH PROCESSES 
In this section, we define stable GARCH processes and state stationarity conditions. 
DEFINITION 1. A sequence of (mean-corrected) random variables {Y~,n E Z} is said to be a 
stable GARCH(a, p, q) process if." 
1. Y~ = ansi ,  where Sn i~ SaS(1), 1 < a < 2, 
2. there exist nonnegative constants as, i = 1,... ,q and bj, j = 1,... ,p and 6 > O, such that 
q P 
an = 5 + E a, [ Yn-, ] + E bJCrn-J' n E Z. (1) 
i=1 j= l  
Assumption a > 1 is not very restrictive in the context of financial modeling, because most 
financial time series of interest appear to have finite means. For 1 < a < 2, stable laws have 
finite mean and infinite variance. For a = 2, we obtain the conventional Ganssian GARCH(p, q) 
model. 
To show the existence and uniqueness of strictly stationary solutions of (1), we follow [9] and 
define: 
B - - [5 ,0 , . . .  ,0]'  E R p+q-1, 
Xn =[an+l,..., Gn-v+2, IYnl,..., IYn-q+2l]' E R p+q-1, 
tn =[bl + allBnl, b2,..., bp_~] e l:t p-~, 
z~ =[Is~l,0,... ,0] e R ~-~, 
a ----[a2 . . . .  , aq-1] E R q-2, 
and 
tn bp a aq ] 
A~ = Ip-1 0 0 0 
[ooo  o o 
o Iq_2 o 
E a (p+q- 1) × (pTq- 1), (2) 
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where Ik denotes a k x k identity matrix and [.]' the transpose of a matrix. Then, 
Xn+l = An+aXn + B, n e Z, (3) 
and the existence of solutions of (3) is equivalent to existence of solutions of (1). The major role 
in what follows is played by the largest Lyapunov exponent associated with matrices {Am, n E Z}. 
Letting II " I] be any norm on R n defining an operator norm on the set M(d) of d x d matrices 
by IIMII = sup{ilMxH/Hxii,x • Rd, x ~ 0}, for any M • M(d), the largest Lyapunov exponent 
associated with sequence (An, n • Z} of lid random matrices, is defined by 
v := in fE ( l °g l lA°A- l " "A -n l l )  = n-oolim l l°gHA°A-l" 'n .A-nil, n•N,  
when E(log + IlA01l) < oo with log+x = max(log x, 0). Because random variables Sn are iid, 
random matrices An defined in (2) are also iid. 7 is well defined for sequence {An, n • Z}, 
because El&l < ~ implies that 3' _< Elog IlA011 < ~.  Clearly, E(log + IIBIl) < ~.  Following [10, 
Theorem 3.2], we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. A stable GARCH(a, p, q) process with 5 > O, p > 2 and q >_ 2 has a stationary 
solution if and only ff the largest Lyapunov exponent 7 associated with matrices {An, n • Z } is 
oo A strictly negative. Series Xn = B + ~i=1 nAn-1 . . .An- i+ lB  converges almost surely for 111 n, 
and process {Xn, n • Z} is the unique strictly stationary and ergodic solution of (3). 
To obtain the conditions on the coefficients a~, i -- 1 , . . . ,  q, and bj, j = 1,. . .  ,p, for the strictly 
stationary solution to exist, we consider the characteristic polynomial of EA0: 
f (z )  = det(Iz - EA0) = z '+q-1 1 - A ~ aiz - i -  ~-'~bjz - j  , 
i=1 j= l  
where A = EISll = r(1 - i / s ) / fo  u-2 sin2(u) du" The (approximate) values of A for several 
values of a are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Values of A for selected &s. 
1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 
13.0303 6.6883 4.5868 3.5436 2.9226 
1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5 
2.512 2.2211 2.0048 1.8379 1.7055 
1.55 1.6 1.65 1.7 1.75 
1.598 1.5091 1.4344 1.3709 1.3162 
1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 1.99 
1.2687 1.2271 1.1903 1.1576 1.1340 
PROPOSITION 2. A stable GARCH(a,p, q) process with p > 2 or q >_ 2 has a unique strictly 
stationary solution, if ~ > 0 and A a p ~-~i=l ai + ~ j= l  bj < 1. 
The case of p = q -- 1, which is especially relevant in empirical finance, has to be treated 
separately, because matrices {An, n E Z} have then zero-columns and the results of [11] do not 
apply. For a stable GARCH(a, 1, 1) process, we can compute the largest Lyapunov exponent 
directly by 
n 
[IAoA-1... A-nil = l--[(b1 + al lSd)max (bl + al[S0[, 1, [So[). 
i= l  
Then, by the law of large numbers, we obtain 
[ 1 n ~/=~- -~ log(max (bl + allS01,1, IS01)) + ~ log(b1 + allSd) 
i=0  
--*E log(b1 + al IS01), as n --* co. 
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Hence, if Elog(bl + alIS01) < 1, a stable GARCH (a, 1, 1) process has a strictly stationary 
solution. Using Jensen's inequality, we obtain stationarity condition bl + Aal < 1, which is 
compatible with Proposition 2. 
3. S IMULATION OF STABLE GARCH PROCESSES 
For notational convenience, let A d A0. Then, An's, defined in (2), are lid copies of A. 
Moreover, let A ~ i A 0 co = l - In=l  An, = I. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, X =d ~-'~=0 A B 
is the unique stationary and ergodic solution of (3). The simulated version of X, denoted by 
)(N,k, is determined by XN,k = k ~=0.4~B,  where k is the truncation level, and .4 is the empirical 
version of A, that is 
Ad=A N = 
I tN bp a aq 
Ip-1 0 0 0 
zg 0 0 0 
0 0 Iq-2 0 
E R (pTq- 1) x (p+q- 1), 
where tN = [bl +al[SN[,b2,... ,bp-1] E R p-l, and ZN = [[ SN [,0,. . . ,0] E R p-1 with SN being 
the empirical version of So based on N iid observations $1, . . . ,  SN of So. The problem we are 
faced with in simulating ~7 is to determine, for a given e > 0, the lower bounds for k and N, so 
that E~r(X, f(g,k) <-- e, where 
1r(X,X*) = inf{e > 0 : P(X e A) < P(X* E A ~) + e,V closed sets A C Rd},  
with A ~ := {x: [Ix - All < e}, represents he Prohorov metric in the space of probability laws in 
R d, d = p + q - 1; and E = E,o(,) ¢(~)~ _^ is the average with respect o independent samples 
(S~'),..., S(~)),>0 we use to determine the sample counterparts of (S,),>0. Metric r is chosen as 
the most natural probability distance metrizing the convergence in distribution in R d. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that [IAIIr -- (EIIAvertlr) 1/r < 1 and, for 0 < e < 1 -IIAIIr, let N -- 
N(e) be large enough to satisfy EllA - AN[[ r _~ e r, for some r > 1, where .4N is chosen to be 
independent of A. Choose k large enough so that (e + [[A[[r) k+t < e. Then, 
5~/(~+1) + (E[[2[[~) r/(~+l) 
F-~(X, 2N, k) <_ 2e ~/(~+1) (1 --e--[[A[[~)~/(~+1) (4) 
Theorem 1 is to be interpreted as follows. Suppose 
1. that the conditions of Proposition 2 hold and, therefore, (3) or, equivalently, (1) have 
stationary solutions; and 
2. that truncation level k and sample size N are sufficiently large to guarantee that the 
conditions of Theroem 1 hold. 
Then, the unknown distribution function Fx (x), x E R d, at any point is the confidence interval 
of width ce r/(~+l) around the simulated istribution function F2N.~(X ) at any point x of Fx- 
continuity, where c is determined by bound (4). For example, if r -- 2, the Euclidean distance 
between A and AN is less than e > 0 and the width of the confidence interval is Ce 2/3. 
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